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Future accelerators under study - energy frontier

ILC 

CLIC 
FCC/e+e- 

CEPC 

Lepton colliders Hadron colliders

Vertex/tracking detectors require: 
✓ Very good spatial resolution O(µm) 

✓ Very low material budget (0.15% X0/layer) 

✓ Moderate time resolution 
✓ Moderate radiation hardness (1 Mrad TID, 

1012 eq. neutrons) 

Vertex detector: silicon 

Main tracker: silicon or TPC 

HE-LHC 

FCC/pp 

SppC 

Vertex/tracking detectors require: 
✓ Very good spatial resolution O(µm) 

✓ low material budget  

✓ Very good time resolution 

✓ Extreme radiation hardness 

Vertex detector: silicon 

Main tracker: silicon 

• Very precise • Very fast
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Facilities at the intensity frontier

FAIR at GSI-Germany 
NICA at JINR 
Electron-Ion collider 

….

Smaller and shorter term facilities can provide an ideal playground to test 
advanced detector concepts
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Relevant trends  in sensors/electronics

Fast data transmission 
Better time resolution 

Smaller pixels, more functionality 
CMOS sensors with even larger Q/C and charge collected by drift: DMAPS 
Stitching 

3D/high density interconnect 

Looking ahead – scaling! 
•  With	the	65	nm	process	we	cannot	increase	I/O	speed	beyond	10	Gbps		

•  65	nm	ok	for	HL-LHC,	might	be	ok	for	HE-LHC,	definitely	not	ok	for	FCC-hh	(if	any…)	
•  Industry	has	scaled	down	6	times	more…	

•  We	cannot	stand	still,	but	going	forward	requires	significant	resources.	

	
	
	

•  Next	promising	technology	is	28	nm.		CMOS	28	nm	is	already	being	explored	in	
back-end	electronics	(like	FTK-Atlas-Phase2	project).	INFN	started	since	few	
years	R&D	projects	exploring	the	28nm	node	for	front-end	electronics	
(Scaltech28,	then	the	Call	TimeSpot)	and	CERN	interest	is	growing.	Preliminary	
results	show	that	radiation	hardness	of	28	nm	seems	even	higher	than	for	
65nm.	Also	cost	and	access	to	the	technology	is	improving.	

•  Below	28	nm,	FINFET	becomes	the	workhorse	⇒	FINFET16-V2.	
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This	is	already	on-going	

The digital divide (again...)
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Fast data transmission

Power O(200 mW) for 64 Gbit/s, about 1.6 Gevents 
Take 1 cm2, 50 µm x 50 µm: 5 µW/pixel 

Power likely to be dominated by data transfer 

IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits ( Volume: 51, Issue: 12, Dec. 2016 )

Y. Frans et al.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/RecentIssue.jsp?punumber=4
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/tocresult.jsp?isnumber=7756673
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Timing systems: single sample

The sensor signal is usually amplified and shaped

A comparator generates a digital pulse

The threshold crossing time is captured and digitized by a TDC

TDC can be embedded on the front-end chip or external

I Timing is derived from a single sample

A. Rivetti FEDSS 2018-Weihai August 22th, 2018 18 / 117

Better time resolution

• Timing pulse provided by a discriminator 

• Leading edge or zero crossing (CFD) 

• Simple and compact electronics 
• Suitable for highly pixellated detectors 

• Can be used to measure also charge

Timing systems: multiple samples

The sensor signal is usually amplified and shaped

The full waveform is sampled and digitized at high speed

In many systems, sampling and digitization are decoupled

Timing is extracted with DSP algorithms from the digitized waveform
samples

I Timing is derived from multiple samples

A. Rivetti FEDSS 2018-Weihai August 22th, 2018 19 / 117

Single sample timing Multiple sample timing

• Waveform sampling 
• Many opportunities for DSP 

• Data throughput is an issue 

• Higher power/lower density
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• TDCs now hitting the ps barrier 
• Much progress thanks to ADPLL 

• Many possible topologies 

Time to digital converters

High resolution TDCs: ASICs

A 14-Bit, 1-ps Resolution, Two-Step Ring and 2D 
Vernier TDC in 130nm CMOS Technology 

 
Hechen Wang and Fa Foster Dai 

Dept. of Electrical and Computer Eng., Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849
 
 

Abstract— This paper presents a time-to-digital (TDC) design 
with large detectable range and fine resolution, combining a ring 
TDC with a 2-dimentional (2D) Vernier TDC. The detectable 
range has been greatly increased to 14 bits with the ring 
structure. A 1-ps resolution was achieving with 2D Vernier 
architecture. Utilizing the 2nd order ΔΣ modulators (SDM) and a 
2D spiral arbiter array, the proposed TDC greatly mitigates the 
quantization errors introduced by digitally controlled delay cells 
and the intrinsic arbiter line folding errors associated with the 
2D array topology. The measured maximum DNL/INL are 
0.41/0.79ps with ΔΣ linearization. A prototype TDC chip 
fabricated in 130nm CMOS technology achieves a conversion 
rate of 10 MS/s while consumes 2.4 mW power. 

Keywords— TDC, resolution, detectable range, linearization, 
INL, DNL, ΔΣ modulation, quantization error. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Digital phase locked loop (DPLL) has been intensively 

studied nowadays, and there are many different DPLL 
architecture. Time-to-digital converter (TDC) plays a 
significant role, among all kinds of DPLL variants. Since the 
resolution of the TDC is approaching 1-ps level and the 
nonlinearity has been greatly suppressed with newly developed 
techniques [1-2], DPLL’s main performance, in-band phase 
noise and fractional spur level, is now competitive with 
traditional analog PLLs. Overtaking analog PLL is not the 
reason why people keep focusing on DPLLs. It is because 
DPLL is more compatible with digital controlled system and is 
suitable for direct phase and frequency modulation. Unlike 
synthesizer designs, DPLL based modulator demands TDCs 
with large detectable range and excellent linearity [3-4]. 
Therefore, it’s highly desirable to develop a TDC that can 
achieve large detectable range, fine resolution and good 
linearity simultaneously. 

In this paper, we presented a TDC design with a large 
detectable range of 14 bits, fine resolution of 1ps and excellent 
differential linearity (DNL)/integral linearity (INL) of 
0.41ps/0.79ps owing to the following novel techniques: (i) a 
combined ring and 2D Vernier TDC is used to 14 bits 
detectable range and 1ps resolution; (ii) a 2nd order ΔΣ 
modulator (SDM) is adopted to mitigates the quantization 
errors introduced by the delay cell nonlinearity; (iii) the 2D 
arbiter comparison path is arranged in a spiral form in order to 
improve its INL; (iv) an additional 2nd order SDM is used to 
randomize the arbiter line folding errors associated with the 2-
D arbiter array topology. Traditionally, technologies with small 
feature size are preferred for mixed-signal designs such as 
TDC design to achieve better performance and power 
efficiency. However, after five decades, it seems that the 

Moore’s low has come to a crossroads. As a result, there is an 
increased benefit to focus on circuit innovations rather than 
simply pursue the use of technologies with small feature size to 
further improve the circuit performance figure of merit (FoM). 
In this work, by using a large feature size technology (130nm 
CMOS) we presented a TDC achieving improved performance 
comparing to state-of-art TDC designs using small feature size 
processes. 

II. PROPOSED TDC ARCHITECTURE 
Resolution and detectable range are two critical and contra-

dictionary parameters for TDC designs. It is challenge to 
achieve fine resolution and large range simultaneously. Vernier 
based TDCs achieve good resolution, yet with limited range 
[5]. Ring based TDCs have a wide detectable range, while its 
resolution and linearity are imperfect [6]. We presented a TDC 
in [2], which achieved 1.25ps resolution and 0.4ps nonlinearity 
by using spiral 2D comparator array and SDM linearization 
techniques. However, its 8 bits range is not able to support 
DPLLs with output frequency less than 3GHz. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Proposed 2D spiral Vernier ring TDC with 2nd order ΣΔ 
linearization, and (b) ring/2D structure collaboration illustration. 

978-1-5090-5025-3/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE 143

2.4mW under a conversion rate of 10MS/s and 1.2-volt power 
supply. With a 2nd order delay SDM running at 80MHz for 
delay interpolation and a 2nd order linearization SDM running 
at 10MHz folding error linearization, our proposed architecture 
achieved a very competitive linearity performance with 
DNL/INL of 0.41/0.79 ps when compared with state-of-the-art 
TDC designs. Fig. 10 is a comparison considering both data 
converter FoM and TDC effective resolution. Table II 
summarized our TDC key performance and compared with 
newly reported TDC designs. 

 
Fig. 8. Die photograph of the TDC prototype chip. 

 
Fig. 9. Measured TDC full-range transfer curves and INL. 
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Fig. 10. Performance comparison. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We presented a combined ring and 2D Vernier TDC with 

14-bit (1.6ns) detectable range and 1-ps resolution. The delay 
ring TDC is equipped with a 2nd order SDM with 8 times 
oversampling ratio to interpolate the precise delays need for a 
taped measurement for calibrating the rising and falling delays 
in order to achieve the large detectable range and suppress INL 
accumulation in the ring. The 2D Vernier TDC consists 2nd 
order SDMs for both delay interpolation and folding error 
linearization. With 1ps resolution, the TDC still achieved state-
of-the-art measured linearity performance with DNL/INL of 
0.41ps/0.79ps, demonstrating a very competitive TDC design 
using a large feature size technology of 0.13um CMOS. 
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TABLE I.  TDCS PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
 VLSI 14 [7] ISSCC 15 [8] ISSCC 16 [9] CICC 17 [2] ISSCC 17 [1] This work 

Topology Cyclic Stochastic SS-ADC 2D Vernier SAR-ADC Ring+2D Vernier 
Process 28nm 14nm 65nm 45nm 14nm 130nm

NoB 12 10 6.1 8 7 14
ENoB (1) 9.74 8.28 5.76 7.58 3.68 13.2

Resolution 0.63ps 1.17ps 6ps 1.25ps 0.2ps 1.0ps 
ER (2) 3.15ps 3.85ps 7.60ps 1.67ps 2ps (4) 1.74ps 

Speed [MHz] 10 100 40 80 26 10 
DNL [LSB]/[ps] 0.5/0.32 0.8/0.94 ---/--- 0.25/0.31 ---/--- 0.41/0.41 
INL [LSB]/[ps] 3.8/2.39 2.3/2.7 0.27/1.6 0.34/0.4 9/1.8 0.79/0.79 

Power [mW] 0.82 0.78 0.36 0.33 --- 2.4 
FoM (3) 0.02 0.01 0.13 0.02 --- 0.02 

1. ENoB = NoB – log2 (INL+1). 
2. Effective Resolution (ER) = Resolution × 2(NOB – ENOB). 
3. FoM = Power / (2NOB × FS) [pJ / conv-step]. 
4. calculated based on in-band phase noise. PN = 10log(N2(2πfr)2tres

2/12/fr).
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Application 8: Timing for everyone

I A precise timing system is in (almost) every pocket...

Analog PLL

Feedback signal generated
by charge pump and filters

VCO controlled by an analog
voltage

All Digital PLL

Phase di↵erence measured
with a TDC

VCO programmed by digital
signals

A. Rivetti FEDSS 2018-Weihai August 22th, 2018 15 / 117

• TDCs not the limiting component in high resolution timing systems
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Timing systems: single sample

The sensor signal is usually amplified and shaped

A comparator generates a digital pulse

The threshold crossing time is captured and digitized by a TDC

TDC can be embedded on the front-end chip or external

I Timing is derived from a single sample

A. Rivetti FEDSS 2018-Weihai August 22th, 2018 18 / 117

Timing uncertainties
Timing jitter Time walk

A simple example

Take a simple voltage amplifier

Step at the input is Q
in

/C
d

Assume single pole response with time constant ⌧ = RC

Amplifier rise time is: t
a

= 2.2⌧

Amplifier cut-o↵ frequency is f
T

= 1
2⇡⌧

Total rise time at the output is
q
t2
d

+ t2
a

Output voltage squared is v2
n

⇡
2 fT

Now put everything together...

�
t

=
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n

dV

dt
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np
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See also C. de la Taille lecture

A. Rivetti FEDSS 2018-Weihai August 22th, 2018 47 / 117Eg: gm=30 μS, Cd=100 fF, Qin=1 fC, td=5 ns 
σt= 117 ps

• Q/C very important also for good timing!
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Shape related effects
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• Pulse shape variations affect timing 
• Detector and front-end co-design to 

predict reasonably timing performance
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Constant fraction?CFD: the principle

The input signal is both delayed and attenuated

The delayed and attenuated signals are combined to yield a bipolar
waveform

The zero crossing of the bipolar waveform is used for timing

A. Rivetti FEDSS 2018-Weihai August 22th, 2018 62 / 117

CFD: in practice

Take now simple CR � RC shaping and an ideal delay line:

t � t
d

⌧
e� t�t

d

⌧ � f
t

t
d

e
� t

⌧
d = 0 ! t

zc

=
t
d

e
t

d

⌧

e
t

d

⌧ � f

Jitter optimization: ⌧ = t
coll

! sensitivity to pulse shape fluctuations!

Can be reduced by reducing t
d

, f , or both...

CFDs rely of fully linear signal processing

Not trivial to implement in modern CMOS technologies due to the
reduced voltage headroom, but it can be done.
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CFD: the algorithm

Assume a step input signal:

V (t) =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

0 for t < 0

t
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V0 for 0 < t < t
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V0 for t > t
r
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, amplitude compensation
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r

, ARC compensation
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Fast data transmission
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A 64-Gb/s 1.4-pJ/b NRZ Optical Receiver
Data-Path in 14-nm CMOS FinFET

Ilter Ozkaya, Student Member, IEEE, Alessandro Cevrero, Member, IEEE,
Pier Andrea Francese, Senior Member, IEEE, Christian Menolfi, Member, IEEE,

Thomas Morf, Senior Member, IEEE, Matthias Brändli, Daniel M. Kuchta, Senior Member, IEEE,
Lukas Kull, Senior Member, IEEE, Christian W. Baks, Jonathan E. Proesel, Senior Member, IEEE,
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Benjamin G. Lee, Senior Member, IEEE, Fuad E. Doany, Mounir Meghelli, Member, IEEE,

Yusuf Leblebici, Fellow, IEEE, and Thomas Toifl, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— A 64-Gb/s high-sensitivity non-return to zero
receiver (RX) data-path is demonstrated in the 14-nm-bulk
FinFET CMOS technology. To achieve high sensitivity, the RX
incorporates a transimpedance amplifier whose gain and band-
width are co-optimized with a 1-tap decision feedback equal-
ization (DFE). The DFE, which operates at quarter-rate, fea-
tures a look-ahead speculation to relax DFE timing to 4 unit-
interval. The analog front end includes a transadmittance tran-
simpedance inductorless variable gain amplifier, resulting in
a low power and compact front end. The RX, wirebonded
to a discrete GaAs photodiode, achieves an energy efficiency
of 1.4 pJ/bit and −5-dBm optical modulation amplitude while
recovering PRBS-7 data (bit-error-rate < 10−12) modulated by
a VCSEL driver with a 2-tap feed forward equalization (FFE)
(main + precursor) over 7 m of graded-index 50/125-µm mul-
timode fiber. The measured sensitivities at 56 and 32 Gb/s are
−9- and −13-dBm optical modulation amplitude, respectively.

Index Terms— Decision feedback equalization (DFE), I/O link,
non-return to zero (NRZ), optical receiver, receiver (RX), self-
timed comparator, sensitivity, shunt feedback, transimpedance
amplifier (TIA), variable gain amplifier (VGA).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the ever-increasing growth of cloud com-
puting and big data applications, serial data-rates

beyond 50 Gb/s/lane will eventually be required in wire-
line communications both inside and between racks in data-
centers [1], [2]. The industry currently has developed standards
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that cover 56-Gb/s (OIF-CEI-56G) electrical interfaces to
meet those demands. However, copper interconnects experi-
ence frequency-dependent losses, which require complex and
power hungry equalization techniques. For instance, a 30-dB
additional channel loss decreases the energy efficiency of the
overall transceiver by roughly ten times [3]. On the contrary,
optical interconnects have negligible frequency-dependent loss
and can transport data over long distances with little or no
equalization. As a consequence, optical links are potential
candidates to replace copper interconnects for distances as
short as 1 m in the near future [4]. To become a viable
alternative to well-established electrical links, optical solutions
must have competitive power and area efficiency metrics.

Commercially available optical engines are typically located
on the board-edge, which still requires an electrical link (such
as CEI-56G-VSR) to reach the host chip (either a CPU,
a switch ASIC, or an FPGA). Integrating the optical trans-
ceiver in the first-level host chip package will improve
I/O power efficiency and provide higher bandwidth density.
Processor modules with integrated optics have been proposed
since 2005 for high-performance computing [5] but have not
been considered for data-centers due to high cost. However,
at 56 Gb/s and beyond, replacing electrical cables with optics
is expected to have similar or lower cost per Gb/s.

Implementing such a system is not without challenges. First,
the optical RX circuits need to achieve high sensitivity to
accommodate the optical loss in the signal path. Furthermore,
low-power operation is a key requirement to meet the thermal
design power constraints of the package. For server chips, this
is in the order of 150–200 W. To address these requirements,
this paper describes a low-power optical RX, measured up to
64 Gb/s with high sensitivity [−5-dBm optical modulation
amplitude (OMA) at 64 Gb/s] in 14-nm CMOS FinFET.
High sensitivity is achieved thanks to a low bandwidth analog
front end (AFE) co-optimized with a 1-tap decision feedback
equalization (DFE). DFE timing is met thanks to a look-ahead
speculative implementation running at quarter-rate (16 GHz).
While many state-of-the-art links rely on SiGe circuits [6],
this paper proposes a CMOS implementation, since it pro-
vides the capability to add digital logic (such as fully digital
retiming circuits) and enables integration in a large CMOS die.

0018-9200 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 18. Comparator schematic.

Fig. 19. Clock path. (a) Block diagram. (b) Quadrature corrector stage.

Fig. 20. RX micrograph and layout.

and the look-ahead DFE [1], [18] resolves the speculation.
Then, look-ahead signals L H (n) and L L(n) are calculated
from the speculative decisions DH (n) and DL(n). Finally,
D(3) resolves the speculation. The dependence of each bit to
the previous bit is broken in the new speculative array, which
results in a relaxed timing constraint of

tc2q + tmux + tsetup < 4UI. (20)

All the digital logic up to L H (n) and L L(n) is feed-forward
and can be pipelined to meet the timing. In our application,

Fig. 21. Measurement setup.

a two-stage pipeline was required to close timing. The clock
is also feed-forwarded to enable a deeper logic between the
two flip-flops. In RC extracted simulations, the look-ahead
DFE logic was functional up to 85 Gb/s at 800-mV supply.
Therefore, DFE is not limiting the data-rate of the optical RX.

The schematic of the comparator is given in Fig. 18. The
first stage consists of two differential pairs whose sources
are connected directly to VDD. The clock transistors are
connected as cascode as in a Lewis–Grey comparator [19].
Compared with a conventional dynamic comparator, where
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Fig. 9. Top-level schematic of the RX.

Fig. 10. TIA schematic. (a) Proposed. (b) Replica.

all the equations from any given set of parameters without
simplifying the TIA model, which covers a larger design space.

DFE can be implemented either as direct feedback or as
speculative DFE. On the one hand, direct feedback DFE
enables many taps to be equalized with relatively low com-
plexity. But the feedback loop delay still needs to be less
than 1 UI. On the other hand, with speculative DFE, complex-
ity grows exponentially with the number of taps, yet the timing
restriction can be relaxed using certain techniques as will be
explained in Section III. Since more than 1-tap DFE gives only
marginal advantage in terms of SNR while increasing circuit
complexity and power consumption significantly, we decided
to use a 1-tap speculative DFE.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND CIRCUITS

The block diagram of the RX architecture is shown in Fig. 9.
At the input of the RX, the average photo-current is can-
celled via a 12-bit current DAC, whose control bits are
set off-chip. During measurements, the input of the current
DAC is swept to find the value that minimizes the offset
at the output of the AFE. The ac portion of the signal is
converted into a voltage signal by the TIA and amplified
by a VGA afterward. The amplified signal is sampled by
four-way time-interleaved slicers to generate 1-tap speculative

decisions together with edge information for baud-rate CDR
(CDR loop is not included in this design and will be added in
the future versions). The total number of slicers driven by the
AFE is 12. After that, the speculative decisions are aligned
to a single quarter-rate clock and are resolved by the look-
ahead DFE logic. After being demultiplexed from quarter-rate
to 1/32 rate, 32 final decisions are fed to an on-chip pseudo
random bit sequence (PRBS) checker, which is synchronized
to the C32 clock (2 GHz) to calculate BER. The quarter-rate
clock phases φ0,90,180,270 are generated through a broadband
IQ generator, which is driven by a quarter-rate clock generated
off-chip.

A. TIA

The schematic of the proposed SFR TIA is given
in Fig. 10(a). The feedback path is composed of a 1.1-k"
resistor and NMOS transistors in parallel to adjust the equiv-
alent resistance down to 250 ". Since the signal swing is
small, the transistors stay in linear region behaving as linear
resistances. This approach reduces the parasitic capacitance
as compared with a solution, which consists of an array
of passive resistors with switches. This is because typically
passive resistors have larger parasitics than transistors. More-
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Fig. 14. Self-referenced TIA schematic for PSRR analysis.

to either VDD or GND, as shown in Fig. 14. It is easy to
deduce that the currents ii and io become zero if the following
condition is met:

Ci1

Ci2
=

gm p

gmn
= Co1

Co2
. (18)

In that case, the current through the feedback resistor becomes
zero, resulting in perfect cancellation of power supply ripple.
In our implementation, the TIA drives a VGA whose input
stage consists of a CMOS inverter with equal-sized PMOS
and NMOS transistors. Thus, the TIA output capacitance is
divided equally between VDD and GND (Co1 = Co2). Also
the PMOS and NMOS transistors that compose the CMOS
inverter of the TIA are sized equally, which matches the two
transconductances in this technology (gm p = gmn). Dividing
the input capacitance equally between VDD and GND is more
challenging. It consists of three parasitic capacitances. The first
one is the Cgs of the transistors, which is already split equally
between GND and VDD due to sizing of the transistors.
The second parasitic capacitance at the input node is the pad
capacitance. In general, this capacitance couples the pad to
substrate (connected to GND), creating an imbalance between
Ci1 and Ci2. One solution to circumvent this problem is to
add a power grid below the pad in the lowest metal layer to
couple the pad equally to VDD and GND. In the used 13-level
metal stack, this corresponds to a pad capacitance increase of
approximately 5%, which has no impact on sensitivity. The
last portion of the input capacitance comes from the PD. This
capacitance is coupled to the supply voltage of the PD outside
the chip and cannot be balanced as required for perfect PSRR.
However, it is decoupled from the TIA input by both the bond
wire and peaking inductances at high frequencies. On the other
hand, in a replica TIA design, the PD capacitance and the bond
wire inductance also creates an imbalance unless a dummy
PD is placed in the packaging, which may not be desirable in
practical applications, since it would increase both the cost of
packaging and the pitch width of the multi-channel design. The
PSRR simulations results of self-referenced TIA and replica
TIA are compared in Fig. 15. The worst PSRR performances
of all process corners for both cases were also provided in
the plot. As expected, the worst case was slow-NMOS-fast-
PMOS corner (fast-NMOS-slow-PMOS performs only slightly
better), since it is the corner that degenerates the gm p/gmn
ratio the most.

To summarize, the proposed self-referenced TIA provides
larger swing, lower noise, and similar PSRR as compared with

Fig. 15. PSRR comparison of self-referenced TIA and replica TIA.

a replica TIA while consuming half the power and layout area.
Moreover, the TIA has zero offset by design.

B. VGA

The high losses in the optical path may result in very small
current signals on the PD. As an example, a −12-dBm OMA
signal on a 0.5-A/W responsivity PD corresponds to a 32-µApp
photo-current. This signal is converted into a voltage signal
with a dc gain of around 700 !, resulting in 22.4 mV at
the output of the TIA. ISI further reduces the signal down
to 10–15 mV. Moreover, as explained in Section II-A,
the capacitive load at the output node of the TIA must be
low, which means the slicers, creating approximately 100-fF
load, cannot be driven by TIA directly.

In order to amplify the signal and drive the slicers, a VGA
was designed and placed after TIA. The schematic of the
VGA is given in Fig. 16. It consists of two transadmittance
transimpedance (TAS-TIS) stages. This structure is also known
as the Cherry–Hooper amplifier in literature [15]. The first
TAS-TIS stage is a CMOS-based design to match the common-
mode output of the TIA, which is around VDD/2. It must be
noted that the voltage gain on the TAS is very small (around 1)
due to the low input impedance of the TIS stage. This reduces
the Miller effect on the Cgd of the input transistors, minimizing
the total input capacitance. The dc gain of the first stage is
gm1 R f 1 and can be controlled by changing R f 1.

The output common mode of the first stage is adjusted to
match the input common-mode requirements of the second
stage by injecting current into the input of the TIS stage
creating a voltage drop on the feedback resistors R f 1. The
output signal of the first VGA stage is still pseudo differential.
That is, the TIA outputs V outn and V outp are amplified
separately (by the same gain), resulting in a larger swing
in Yp . As a result, the formal definition of the output common
mode (Yp + Yn)/2 is not a constant signal. Instead, the output
common mode is sensed from the low swing output node via
a low-pass filter, as shown in Fig. 16.

The second TAS-TIS is current mode logic (CML)-based
and converts the pseudo differential signal at its input into a
fully differential signal at its output. The input is connected
to two differential pairs. The inner pair is sized at a quarter of
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Fig. 14. Self-referenced TIA schematic for PSRR analysis.
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deduce that the currents ii and io become zero if the following
condition is met:

Ci1

Ci2
=

gm p

gmn
= Co1

Co2
. (18)

In that case, the current through the feedback resistor becomes
zero, resulting in perfect cancellation of power supply ripple.
In our implementation, the TIA drives a VGA whose input
stage consists of a CMOS inverter with equal-sized PMOS
and NMOS transistors. Thus, the TIA output capacitance is
divided equally between VDD and GND (Co1 = Co2). Also
the PMOS and NMOS transistors that compose the CMOS
inverter of the TIA are sized equally, which matches the two
transconductances in this technology (gm p = gmn). Dividing
the input capacitance equally between VDD and GND is more
challenging. It consists of three parasitic capacitances. The first
one is the Cgs of the transistors, which is already split equally
between GND and VDD due to sizing of the transistors.
The second parasitic capacitance at the input node is the pad
capacitance. In general, this capacitance couples the pad to
substrate (connected to GND), creating an imbalance between
Ci1 and Ci2. One solution to circumvent this problem is to
add a power grid below the pad in the lowest metal layer to
couple the pad equally to VDD and GND. In the used 13-level
metal stack, this corresponds to a pad capacitance increase of
approximately 5%, which has no impact on sensitivity. The
last portion of the input capacitance comes from the PD. This
capacitance is coupled to the supply voltage of the PD outside
the chip and cannot be balanced as required for perfect PSRR.
However, it is decoupled from the TIA input by both the bond
wire and peaking inductances at high frequencies. On the other
hand, in a replica TIA design, the PD capacitance and the bond
wire inductance also creates an imbalance unless a dummy
PD is placed in the packaging, which may not be desirable in
practical applications, since it would increase both the cost of
packaging and the pitch width of the multi-channel design. The
PSRR simulations results of self-referenced TIA and replica
TIA are compared in Fig. 15. The worst PSRR performances
of all process corners for both cases were also provided in
the plot. As expected, the worst case was slow-NMOS-fast-
PMOS corner (fast-NMOS-slow-PMOS performs only slightly
better), since it is the corner that degenerates the gm p/gmn
ratio the most.

To summarize, the proposed self-referenced TIA provides
larger swing, lower noise, and similar PSRR as compared with

Fig. 15. PSRR comparison of self-referenced TIA and replica TIA.

a replica TIA while consuming half the power and layout area.
Moreover, the TIA has zero offset by design.

B. VGA

The high losses in the optical path may result in very small
current signals on the PD. As an example, a −12-dBm OMA
signal on a 0.5-A/W responsivity PD corresponds to a 32-µApp
photo-current. This signal is converted into a voltage signal
with a dc gain of around 700 !, resulting in 22.4 mV at
the output of the TIA. ISI further reduces the signal down
to 10–15 mV. Moreover, as explained in Section II-A,
the capacitive load at the output node of the TIA must be
low, which means the slicers, creating approximately 100-fF
load, cannot be driven by TIA directly.

In order to amplify the signal and drive the slicers, a VGA
was designed and placed after TIA. The schematic of the
VGA is given in Fig. 16. It consists of two transadmittance
transimpedance (TAS-TIS) stages. This structure is also known
as the Cherry–Hooper amplifier in literature [15]. The first
TAS-TIS stage is a CMOS-based design to match the common-
mode output of the TIA, which is around VDD/2. It must be
noted that the voltage gain on the TAS is very small (around 1)
due to the low input impedance of the TIS stage. This reduces
the Miller effect on the Cgd of the input transistors, minimizing
the total input capacitance. The dc gain of the first stage is
gm1 R f 1 and can be controlled by changing R f 1.

The output common mode of the first stage is adjusted to
match the input common-mode requirements of the second
stage by injecting current into the input of the TIS stage
creating a voltage drop on the feedback resistors R f 1. The
output signal of the first VGA stage is still pseudo differential.
That is, the TIA outputs V outn and V outp are amplified
separately (by the same gain), resulting in a larger swing
in Yp . As a result, the formal definition of the output common
mode (Yp + Yn)/2 is not a constant signal. Instead, the output
common mode is sensed from the low swing output node via
a low-pass filter, as shown in Fig. 16.

The second TAS-TIS is current mode logic (CML)-based
and converts the pseudo differential signal at its input into a
fully differential signal at its output. The input is connected
to two differential pairs. The inner pair is sized at a quarter of
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Abstract— A 64-Gb/s high-sensitivity non-return to zero
receiver (RX) data-path is demonstrated in the 14-nm-bulk
FinFET CMOS technology. To achieve high sensitivity, the RX
incorporates a transimpedance amplifier whose gain and band-
width are co-optimized with a 1-tap decision feedback equal-
ization (DFE). The DFE, which operates at quarter-rate, fea-
tures a look-ahead speculation to relax DFE timing to 4 unit-
interval. The analog front end includes a transadmittance tran-
simpedance inductorless variable gain amplifier, resulting in
a low power and compact front end. The RX, wirebonded
to a discrete GaAs photodiode, achieves an energy efficiency
of 1.4 pJ/bit and −5-dBm optical modulation amplitude while
recovering PRBS-7 data (bit-error-rate < 10−12) modulated by
a VCSEL driver with a 2-tap feed forward equalization (FFE)
(main + precursor) over 7 m of graded-index 50/125-µm mul-
timode fiber. The measured sensitivities at 56 and 32 Gb/s are
−9- and −13-dBm optical modulation amplitude, respectively.

Index Terms— Decision feedback equalization (DFE), I/O link,
non-return to zero (NRZ), optical receiver, receiver (RX), self-
timed comparator, sensitivity, shunt feedback, transimpedance
amplifier (TIA), variable gain amplifier (VGA).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the ever-increasing growth of cloud com-
puting and big data applications, serial data-rates

beyond 50 Gb/s/lane will eventually be required in wire-
line communications both inside and between racks in data-
centers [1], [2]. The industry currently has developed standards
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that cover 56-Gb/s (OIF-CEI-56G) electrical interfaces to
meet those demands. However, copper interconnects experi-
ence frequency-dependent losses, which require complex and
power hungry equalization techniques. For instance, a 30-dB
additional channel loss decreases the energy efficiency of the
overall transceiver by roughly ten times [3]. On the contrary,
optical interconnects have negligible frequency-dependent loss
and can transport data over long distances with little or no
equalization. As a consequence, optical links are potential
candidates to replace copper interconnects for distances as
short as 1 m in the near future [4]. To become a viable
alternative to well-established electrical links, optical solutions
must have competitive power and area efficiency metrics.

Commercially available optical engines are typically located
on the board-edge, which still requires an electrical link (such
as CEI-56G-VSR) to reach the host chip (either a CPU,
a switch ASIC, or an FPGA). Integrating the optical trans-
ceiver in the first-level host chip package will improve
I/O power efficiency and provide higher bandwidth density.
Processor modules with integrated optics have been proposed
since 2005 for high-performance computing [5] but have not
been considered for data-centers due to high cost. However,
at 56 Gb/s and beyond, replacing electrical cables with optics
is expected to have similar or lower cost per Gb/s.

Implementing such a system is not without challenges. First,
the optical RX circuits need to achieve high sensitivity to
accommodate the optical loss in the signal path. Furthermore,
low-power operation is a key requirement to meet the thermal
design power constraints of the package. For server chips, this
is in the order of 150–200 W. To address these requirements,
this paper describes a low-power optical RX, measured up to
64 Gb/s with high sensitivity [−5-dBm optical modulation
amplitude (OMA) at 64 Gb/s] in 14-nm CMOS FinFET.
High sensitivity is achieved thanks to a low bandwidth analog
front end (AFE) co-optimized with a 1-tap decision feedback
equalization (DFE). DFE timing is met thanks to a look-ahead
speculative implementation running at quarter-rate (16 GHz).
While many state-of-the-art links rely on SiGe circuits [6],
this paper proposes a CMOS implementation, since it pro-
vides the capability to add digital logic (such as fully digital
retiming circuits) and enables integration in a large CMOS die.

0018-9200 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 11. Bandwidth extension with series inductance. (a) Frequency response. (b) Pulse response.

Fig. 12. Self-referenced TIA transient pulse response.

over, the switches need to be large enough to minimize the
ON-resistance, further increasing the area and capacitive load.

A series inductance is added to extend the bandwidth of
the TIA. TIA transimpedance as a function of the series
peaking inductance value is shown in Fig. 11(a) together
with the pulse response in Fig. 11(b). A 400-pH inductance
provides a maximally flat response, which corresponds to
minimum group delay.

In this design, the input node of the TIA is used as the
negative output (V outn) to serve as a differential signal to
the output node of the TIA (V outp), rather than placing a
replica TIA to generate a reference voltage [14], as shown
in Fig. 10(b). As a result, the transimpedance gain becomes
Rfb instead of Rfb[Aeq/(Aeq + 1)], where Aeq is equal to
gm(Rfb ∥ Rout). This improvement is shown in Fig. 12. Both
single-ended outputs and the differential voltage (Voutp−Voutn)
are given in Fig. 12. Note that (Voutp − Voutn) is shifted to
the right in order to match the sampling points for better
comparison of the two cases. The main cursor [VTap(0)] of
Voutp − Voutn is larger than the main cursor of the single-
ended output (Voutp), whereas VTap(−1) and VTap(2) are the
same. Since VTap(1) will be equalized by DFE, the increase
in this ISI term does not degrade signal integrity.

Another advantage of using the self-referenced TIA is that
it generates less noise compared with the replica design.

Fig. 13. Self-referenced TIA NSD.

In Fig. 13, three noise spectral densities (NSDs) are given.
The red solid line is the NSD of the TIA with a replica with
no filtering capacitor (CFLT) at its output. Adding a 600 fF of
CFLT shapes the NSD as indicated by the blue dotted curve.
The green dashed curve is the NSD of the proposed self-
referenced TIA. There are two main reasons for the reduction
in noise. First one is that there is no replica to generate
noise. Note that the replica generates as much noise as the
TIA itself increasing the integrated noise by a factor of

√
2.

High-frequency noise of the replica TIA can be filtered out
by using a large capacitance at the output node. However, this
would prevent the replica TIA from tracking the main TIA
behavior for high-frequency supply disturbances compromis-
ing power supply rejection ratio (PSRR). The second reason
for noise reduction is that in self-referenced TIA, the low-
frequency noise components of the transistors are converted
into common-mode noise. This explains why no flicker noise
is observed in the NSD of the self-referenced TIA illustrated
in Fig. 13.

To investigate the PSRR of the self-reference TIA, it is
critical to separate the input and output capacitances connected
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RSD ingredients: 

1. Resistive cathode: freeze the signal 
2. Cap oxide: couple the signal with pads

• No gain zone between pixel • Homogeneous gain layer 
• Small pixels
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An example of timing chipAnother timing ASIC for pixelsTiming business

Motivation and Strategy Level 1: Single channel front-ends Level 2: Multi-channel front-end ASICs Level 3: Multi-pixel front-end ASIC for single-photon

Starting point for a single-photon readout

CMOS 1024-pixel readout ASIC for fast timing applications developed by INFN-TO

UMC 110nm technology

Pixel size 400 µm, 32x32 pixel matrix, approx 250 mm

2

flip-chip mounted to a photosensor (top right). Detail of bonding pads (bottom) and
bonding scheme for data and power

The first-silicon ASIC performs single-photon time-tagging with a 30 ps r.m.s. time
resolution, up to 200 kHz per pixel

Manuel Da Rocha Rolo (INFN Torino) Digital SiPM R&D for DarkSide 2018.04.09, Geneva 13 / 17

Timing front-end ASIC: 1024 channels, 4096 TDC, 20 Gbit/s output bandwitdth

Technology 110 nm CMOS

Pixel size 400 µm�400 µm

TDC binning 20÷100 ps, DNL %

Overall system jitter � 30 ps r.m.s.

Dedicated run, first working silicon

A. Rivetti (INFN-Torino) Bologna AIDA meeting April 23, 2018 27 / 1
A. Rivetti FEDSS 2018-Weihai August 22th, 2018 92 / 117
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IR drops and PSRRIR drop analysis

Chip size ⇡ 1.2 cm ⇥ 1.8 cm
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System level issues

• Best achievable performance often compromised by system-level issues 
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A 12-bit 150-MS/s Sub-Radix-3 SAR ADC With
Switching Miller Capacitance Reduction

Kwuang-Han Chang , Member, IEEE, and Chih-Cheng Hsieh, Member, IEEE

Abstract— This paper presents a 0.9-V 1.5-mW 150-MS/s
12-bit successive-approximation-register analog-to-digital con-
verter (SAR ADC) in 40-nm CMOS, which achieves a synergistic
integration of multi-bit per cycle (M-bit/cycle) and sub-radix
techniques with the comprehensive enhancement of speed and
error tolerance. The proposed sub-radix-3 architecture uses
a merged digital-to-analog converter (DAC) with a two-input
comparator instead of the conventional separated DACs (signal
and reference DACs) with a four-input comparator to effectively
improve the matching performance and the power efficiency.
Alternative-reference-switching (ARS) DACs are developed to
reduce the total DAC effective switching capacitance by 47.4%.
Offset injection technique is implemented to calibrate the com-
parator offset without the speed and power penalty by eliminat-
ing the additional output loading of capacitor array or the extra
input pair. The SAR logic of each conversion cycle is simplified
into one single tri-latch current mode logic (CML) to directly
control the DAC switches which effectively reduces the SAR delay
by 2/3. The achieved peak signal to noise and distortion ratio
(SNDR), spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR), and Walden FoM
are 61.7 dB, 74.4 dB, and 10.3-fJ/conversion-step, respectively.

Index Terms— Analog-to-digital (A-to-D), multi-bit per cycle
(M-bit/cycle), quantization, redundancy, sub-radix, successive-
approximation-register analog-to-digital converter (SAR ADC).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the increasing device speed and matching prop-
erty in the advanced CMOS technology, successive-

approximation-register analog-to-digital converter (SAR ADC)
has become a competitive architecture in high-speed
(10–100 MS/s) and medium-resolution (10–12 bit) applica-
tions [1]. However, when the speed exceeds 100 MS/s and
12-bit resolution, SAR ADC suffers from the penalties of the
serial bit-cycling conversion, less digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) settling time, and severe comparator noise requirement.
For high-speed 12-bit applications, the recently reported works
illustrate the design trend of using hybrid architectures such
as pipelined-SAR ADCs [2]–[8] and two-step ADCs [9]–[12].
Pipelined-SAR ADC improves the analog-to-digital (A-to-D)
conversion throughput and relaxes the noise requirement of
the afterward conversions with the residue amplification at the
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cost of huge power consumption on the residue amplifier. Two-
step ADC optimizes the design tradeoff (power and noise)
for the coarse and fine A-to-D conversions based on the
corresponding performance requirement. However, the addi-
tional complicated calibrations are required for the mismatch
compensation and the weight alignment between the coarse
and fine ADCs.

Among the Nyquist-rate ADCs, SAR ADC has the architec-
tural advantage of low complexity and energy efficiency. Thus,
to push the conversion rate of SAR ADC to be compatible
with pipelined-SAR and two-step ADCs becomes the primary
target in this paper. To enhance the conversion rate of SAR
ADC, there are two commonly used techniques. One is the
architecture of multi-bit per cycle (M-bit/cycle) which saves
the number of conversion cycles in a signal acquisition at the
expense of hardware complexity [13], [14]. The other one is
sub-radix or non-binary searching algorithm adopted on the
DAC which creates redundancies to release the required DAC
settling time with the tolerance of settling error and false
comparison due to offset, noise, meta-stability, and mismatch
of quantization thresholds [14], [15].

Our previous work [16] provides a hybrid A-to-D conver-
sion algorithm and design methodology for the pure SAR
architecture to overcome the speed limitation. Following the
design procedure with the hardware-like parameters at 40-nm
process node as in [16], this paper [17] proposes a SAR
ADC which integrates the speed-up techniques of M-bit/cycle
and sub-radix with a comprehensive enhancement of speed
and error tolerance. The accuracy requirement of the multi-
comparator operation is covered by the implemented speed-
optimized error-tolerant redundancy and foreground offset
calibration. Moreover, the proposed sub-radix-3 architecture
uses a merged DAC with a two-input comparator instead
of the conventional separated DACs (signal and reference
DACs) with a four-input comparator to effectively improve
the matching performance and power efficiency [13], [14]. The
alternative-reference-switching (ARS) DACs are developed to
reduce the effective switching capacitance. The reconfigurable-
noise-level (RNL) comparators [18] are adopted to improve
speed and power consumption by reconfiguring the compara-
tors in different noise levels in cooperation with the redun-
dancies of the sub-radix algorithm. The SAR logic of each
conversion cycle is simplified into one single tri-latch current
mode logic (CML) to directly control the DAC switches which
effectively reduces the SAR delay by 2/3.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the proposed ADC architecture and operation. Section III
introduces the operations of the speed-up and power efficient

0018-9200 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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TABLE III

COMPARISON TABLE OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART ADCs

Fig. 11. Dynamic performances of (a) Fin = 1 MHz and (b) Fin = 70 MHz
at 150 MS/s sampling frequency.

the Nyquist input is due to the degraded signal integrity of the
un-buffered ADC input, which suffers from the high-frequency
inductive ringing effect and clock jitter.

Fig. 13 shows the measured static performances of the
implemented ADC. The differential non-linearity (DNL) and

Fig. 12. SFDR, SNR, and SNDR versus input frequency (Fin) at 150 MS/s.

integral non-linearity (INL) peaks are −0.91/+1.77 LSB and
−2.63/+2.95 LSB, respectively. Fig. 14 shows the mea-
sured DNL distribution with a standard deviation (1-sigma)
of 0.42 LSB. To clarify the root cause of the degraded
DNL performance, Fig. 15 shows the simulated statis-
tical box plots of the standard deviation of the DNL
(� -DNL) in 1000 samples (without kT/C noise and comparator
noise) with two non-ideal effects. One is simulated with the
DAC mismatch � (�Cunit/Cunit) = 1% only (according to [23]
and [24] in 0.5-fF Cunit). The other one is simulated with
the comparator offset only and using the calibration DAC
resolution of 0.5 LSB. It shows the median value of the
� -DNL with the comparator offset (0.53 LSB) is more con-
sistent with the measured result (0.42 LSB).

Therefore, the degraded static performance is mainly
due to the not-fine-enough offset calibration resolution

A. Rivetti (INFN-Torino) Bologna AIDA meeting May 17, 2018 12 / 25
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ADCs in front-end electronics 

An example of full-sampling ASIC

K. Swientek
The SALT, a 128-Channel Readout ASIC for Upstream Tracker in the Upgraded LHCb Experiment
https://indico.cern.ch/event/608587/contributions/2614090/

K. Swientek,  TWEEP 2017 13

SALT Design
Floorplan and layout

4095um x 10900um 

 

• Left & right sides bonded to the hybrid.

• Top/bottom pads only for wafer 
screening

K. Swientek,  TWEEP 2017 8

SALT – Silicon ASIC for LHCb Tracking 
Architecture

• Front-end & ADC in each channel

• Advanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP)

• and many other features/blocks: PLL, DLL, TFC, I2C, SLVS I/O, ...  6 bit ADC
designed for LHCb upgrade
128 channels

A. Rivetti (INFN-Torino) Bologna AIDA meeting May 17, 2018 13 / 25

Full sampling ICs

Already a reality moderate channel count nuclear instrumentation

ADC performance needed:
Sampling frequency: 50 - 200 Ms/s
Power consumption: < 1mW
Resolution: 8-12 bits
Area:200 µm⇥200 µm

Can we have this!?

A. Rivetti (INFN-Torino) Bologna AIDA meeting May 17, 2018 11 / 25
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Synchronous front-end architecture

Torino INFN design group [JINST 11(2016), C03013]

� telescopic-cascode CSA with Krummenacher feedback for linear Time-over-Threshold (ToT)
charge encoding

� synchronous hit discriminator with track-and-latch voltage comparator

� threshold trimming by means of autozeroing using capacitors

� 40 MHz 4-bit ToT or 5-bit fast ToT counting with latch turned into a local oscillator (100-900 MHz)

� e�cient self-calibrations can be performed according to online machine operations

� successfully tested (also after irradiation) using dedicated mini@sic small-prototypes

pacher@to.infn.it TWEPP 2017 4 / 25

• Part of a pixel front-end demonstrator chip 

• INFN project CHIPIX65, funded by INFN R&D committee 

• Fully compatible with HL-LHC specifications (50 um x 50 um pixels) 

• Full regional logic, two different front-ends (synch and asynch) 
• Synchronous front-end with: 

• Dynamic offset compensation (no calibration DACs) 

• Fast charge digitisation with ToT 

• Front-end size: 35 um x 35 um

Compact electronics 
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Compact front-end electronics 

• First front-end electronics for radiation detectors based on switched-capacitor circuits 

• Maximum charge stored in a transistor in 65 nm about 5% of that of a 350 nm 
• Charge injection greatly reduced 

• Advanced isolation features

Analog and digital

27

FIGURE 12 Simplified cross view of a standard twin-well CMOS process.

from the substrate and from other nwells by reverse-biased junctions. Hence it can
be tied to a private voltage line, provided that the junctions between the electrodes
and the transistor body never become forward biased. In modern technologies, it is
standard to have the possibility of putting also NMOS transistors in fully isolated
pwells. Called triple well transistor, the device is illustrated in Fig. 13. First, an
additional nwell is created which is deeper that the one used for PMOS devices and
thus called a deep nwell. Inside the deep nwell, a pwell is implanted to provide
the bulk for the NMOS transistor, which is hence isolated from the main substrate.
A p+ doped area provides an ohmic contact to the pwell and a n+ one allows to
contact the deep nwell. To ensure reverse biasing of the junctions, the deep nwell is
usually tied to the positive rail, whereas the p well can be also connected to the source
electrode. Due to the use of two oppositely doped areas one enclosed in the other and
to the necessity of providing room for the well contacts, triple well transistors occupy
more area than standard ones and are typically used only in noise-sensitive circuits
that need to be shielded from the common substrate. Depending on the process,
it can be possible to put more transistors in the same deep nwell to realize higher
density circuits. Notice that the triple well option is an addition to a standard twin-
tub process, thus triple-well and standard bulk NMOS coexist on the same wafer. In

FIGURE 13 Cross view of a CMOS process allowing isolation of the NMOS transistors from
the main wafer substrate.

addition to the NMOS and PMOS transistors, a bulk CMOS process contains also
parasitic bipolar transistors, as shown in Fig. 14 a). In fact, the p+ electrode of the
PMOS transistor, its nwell and the substrate form respectively the emitter, base and

Thanks to technological features and careful design, analog and digital coexist
(almost) peacefully

A. Rivetti (INFN-Torino) Bologna AIDA meeting May 17, 2018 7 / 25
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Monteil Ennio - PhD defense - Torino, 12/05/2017 27

Positive feedback latch

• When the 40 MHz strobe signal moves high, this stage is able to compare the 
two inputs in a very short time (~ 200 ps) 

• The power consumption is limited to transitions thanks to the XNOR gate 
• This kind of latch can be used only in a synchronous design

Input	1

Input	2

Monteil Ennio - PhD defense - Torino, 12/05/2017 60

Differential Amplifier schematics

VFE_1 version VFE_2 version

Synchronous front-end architecture

Torino INFN design group [JINST 11(2016), C03013]

� telescopic-cascode CSA with Krummenacher feedback for linear Time-over-Threshold (ToT)
charge encoding

� synchronous hit discriminator with track-and-latch voltage comparator

� threshold trimming by means of autozeroing using capacitors

� 40 MHz 4-bit ToT or 5-bit fast ToT counting with latch turned into a local oscillator (100-900 MHz)

� e�cient self-calibrations can be performed according to online machine operations

� successfully tested (also after irradiation) using dedicated mini@sic small-prototypes

pacher@to.infn.it TWEPP 2017 4 / 25

Some circuit details 
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Luca Pacher 

Basic electrical functionality  /3

43 / 50 Torino  Apr 20, 2015

● 100 fF input 
capacitance

● 10 nA feedback 
current

● 40 MHz clock 
distributed to pixels

● turning the latch 
into a VCO !

● 100 MHz self-
generated clock 

2 ke injected charge

10 ke injected charge

• Oscillation frequency: 320 MHz, but could be significantly higher (>> 1 GHz) 
• Power primarily depends on number of cycles 
• Number of bits primarily depends on data storage 
• Mostly digital, good for scaling

ToT linearity Fast Time-over-Threshold (ToT) counting

calibration voltage [DAC counts]
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� very good linearity for the 5-bit fast ToT

� 320 MHz frequency reached for a 5 ke�

� slope dispersion of about 10% due to
mismatches in the analog part, as from
CAD simulations
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Charge bin= 200e- 
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ToT frequency vs radiation

Test during irradiation

Radiation corner

Radiation performance 

Threshold [charge DAC units]
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0 Mrad 600  MRad
Vth = 60 DAC units 
Vth = 100 DAC units 
Vth = 140 DAC units 
Vth = 180 DAC units

CHIPIX65
Synchronous front-end

• Some degradation, but still functional after 600 Mrad
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Chip	size:	20.066	x	11.538	mm2	

400x192	

•  Aug.	31,	2017:	Submission	
•  Dec.	6,	2017:			First	chip	test	
•  Mar.	15,	2018:	25	wafers	ordered	
•  Apr.	13,	2018:			First	bump-bonded	chip	test	

Test on larger system 

• One of three front-end concepts tested in the RD53A chip
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Sr90 - self-triggered

Some performance 
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Pixels with fast oscillator: another example

• Fast TDC/oscillators can also be shared among pixels (e.g. Timepix3, Timepix4) 

X. Llopart:  Towards a new generation of Medipix and Timepix ASICs 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/688153/contributions/2964568/- FEE 2018 meeting, Jouvence, Canada) 

xavier.llopart@cern.ch Front-End Electronics 2018 25

Timepix4 Pixel Schematic
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The proposed monolithic sensor

9
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The pixel architecture

24

• Amplification stage
• Test pulse injection system
• Baseline regulation system

ANALOG

Amplification 
Stage + in-pixel 
logic

� analog

Experimental results

MATISSE: a low power front-end 
electronics for MAPS characterization

J. Olave 1,2, A. Rivetti 2, L. Pancheri 4,6, S. Panati 1,2, F. Cossio1,2, S. Mattiazzo 5, M. Da Rocha Rolo 2, N. Demaria 2,  P. Giubilato 3,5, D. Pantano 3,5

PROs
� Low material budget

� Cost

� High granularity

� No bump bonding required

CONs
� Low flexibility

� Small area for the electronics

� Sensor only partially depleted

MATISSE = Monolithic AcTIve pixel SenSor Electronics

PARAMETER VALUE
Analog Gain ~ 163 mV/fC   (2.7 mV/100 e-)

Noise ~ 40 e-

Power 
consumption

Waiting:  ~ 6 µW

Transmission:  ~ 370 µW

Sensor Cap 40 fF

Storage Caps ~ 70 fF (MIM CAPS)

Linearity range 400 mV – 950 mV

Readout speed Up to 5 MHz

Other features Internal Test Pulse

Mask mode

Baseline regulator

Shutter type Snapshot shutter

Readout  type Correlated Double Sampling

� First prototype developed in 0.11 µm CMOS VLSI technology

with a die area of 2×2 mm2

� The chip has been received from the foundry in April 2017

� It consists of 24×24 pixel matrix organized in 4 independent

sectors (6×24) and an End of Column logic (EoC)

� The analog data is sent off-chip through two independent data

buses shared between the pixels of each sector

TWEPP2017

Monolithic Sensors

Abstract

The MATISSE ASIC

The pixel unit The readout operation

� The future generation of HEP experiments must deal with unique requirements, encouraging the development of novel radiation silicon sensors technologies suitable for extreme

radiation environments. In recent years monolithic pixel sensors (MAPS) are becoming increasingly attractive thanks to their good properties. Here are proposed the first results

of a flexible front-end electronics developed into an R&D program of monolithic sensors.

The analog in-pixel electronicsMain parameters

50 µm
5

0
 µ

m

FFs

Noise
Inj

Buffers

Buffer1 Buffer2

Buffer1 Buffer2

Preamp
+

Charge Inj
+

Baseline 
Regulator

The full readout chain

DEVICE NOISE [ADC] NOISE [mV]
DAQ 0.2 0.02

DAQ + MB 0.2 0.02

DAQ + MB + MEZZ 1.6 0.11

DAQ + MB + MEZZ + ASIC 15 1

MATISSE CHIP

MEZZANINE

DAQ BOX

� Both NMOS and PMOS transistors are used

� The electronics fits an area of 30 µm × 30 µm

� Digital in-pixel logic manages:

- The baseline voltage - The test pulse injection

- The mask mode - The regeneration of digital signals 

Example of monolithic pixel

Pixel layout

The front-end 
electronics

Readout 
Sector scheme
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� MATISSE supports snapshot shutter operation

� The integration time can be as short as 100 ns

� The logic sequentially addresses the pixels of the sector 

� The four sectors are readout in parallel

� Two analog outputs are sent off-chip

� ASIC and mezzanine connected through wire bonding

� The mother board contains most part of the electronics

� The DAQ box is based on:

- custom analog board 5 CHs, 14 bit, 100 MHz

- commercial FPGA board

NOISE IN THE FULL CHAIN

� The baseline can be tuned as desired up to 300 mV

with a good linearity in the full range

� The measured noise is 15 ADC counts (1mV). It is 

measured as the fluctuation of the baseline of each 

pixel after the regulation

MOTHER BOARD

NOISE DISTRIBUTION

LASER PULSE RECONSTRUCTION

� The analog input sent to the DAQ box allows the 

reconstruction of laser pulses

� The full system has been used also with an active 

source (55Fe). The reconstructed spectrum allows to 

clearly distinguish the main peak expected at a 5.9 keV

PHOTODIODE

N+

SILICON
SUBSTRATE

POTENTIAL
WELL

IN-PIXEL
ELECTRONICS

AN
AL

O
G

DIGITAL

LINEARITYLINEARITY

Main peak expected at 

a5.9 keV (a 1636 e-)

55Fe SPECTRUM RECONSTRUCTION

BASELINE REGULATION

1 – Politecnico di Torino

2 – INFN sezione di Torino

3 – INFN sezione di Padova

Contacts: olave@to.infn.it

4 – Università di Trento

5 – Università di Padova 

6 – TIFPA

ADC 
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The readout scheme

26

• Matrix arranged in four sectors each made 
by  6 x 24 pixels

• Readout managed by a End of Column logic
• Each sector has two analog outputs sent off-

chip
• Global sampling avoid artefacts in the 

readout data
• Data is readout following the rolling-shutter 

readout

Fully depleted MAPS

Sensors with Embedded 
Electronics Design (SEED) 

Supported by INFN R&D 
Committee
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The in-pixel electronics

25

• Analog gain = 1/Cf• Analog buffer based on a switched op-
amp amplifier → high dynamic range

• The calibration system: test pulse 
injection and baseline regulation

CSA

Analog buffer

Analog in-pixel electronics

Calibration

Analog electronics
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The MATISSE prototype

23

• MATISSE is a full monolithic sensor with embedded 
electronics on board.

• The electronics built on the top side is compatible with 
a standard CMOS process fabrication flow

• On the top a matrix array of 24 x 24 pixels is built
• Each pixel implements an analog readout in global 

shutter

MATISSE = Monolithic AcTIvE pixel SenSor Electronics

PhD in Electrical, Electronics and Communications Engineering  | Jonhatan Olave |       Torino  5° September 2018
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Test chip

14

Top Bottom

PhD in Electrical, Electronics and Communications Engineering  | Jonhatan Olave |       Torino  5° September 2018
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Test chip

14

Top Bottom

Test structures
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Effects of trapped charge in the oxide

18

• Accumulation of charge in the 
oxide/bulk interface

• Bad isolation of the p+ 
implants

• Guard-rings of the backside 
do not work as expected

PhD in Electrical, Electronics and Communications Engineering  | Jonhatan Olave |       Torino  5° September 2018
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Test diodes: IV curves before and after the irradiation

22

• The test diodes have been irradiated up to 1 Mrad and  10 Mrad
• All diodes behave in similar way: the effects of irradiation contrast the trapped charge in the 

oxide allowing to recover the guard-rings. 
• Two effects are observed: 

1 - the breakdown moves towards high voltages 
2 - the leakage slightly increases as expected but it is still below 1 nA

Some results

• Several test structures with different guard-ring design 
• Inversion layer may compromise guard-rings 
• Can be partially cured with irradiation 
• Cause understood and fixed in the next release just delivered by the foundry
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Depletion studies (II)

29

• At 100 V the leakage current injected to all the channels generates the saturation of the whole matrix

100 V
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Depletion studies (II)

29

• At 100 V the leakage current injected to all the channels generates the saturation of the whole matrix
• At 110 V the depletion region reaches the topside. First, the pixels in the middle sees the effect of 

depletion. External pixels still receive a high leakage current

110 V

Non-depleted matrix
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Depletion studies (II)

29

• At 100 V the leakage current injected to all the channels generates the saturation of the whole matrix
• At 110 V the depletion region reaches the topside. First, the pixels in the middle sees the effect of 

depletion. External pixels still receive a high leakage current

120 V
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Depletion studies (II)

29

• At 100 V the leakage current injected to all the channels generates the saturation of the whole matrix
• At 110 V the depletion region reaches the topside. First, the pixels in the middle sees the effect of 

depletion. External pixels still receive a high leakage current
• For voltages higher than 140 V, the channels do not see any leakage current at the input transistor
• Parasitic currents along the chip edge has been observed. They are collected by the guard ring built 

around the matrix array

140 V

Fully depleted matrix
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Depletion studies

28

• In full depletion the capacitance is 2.7 fF in agreement 
with what have been measured in test structures 

• The 1/C2  follows the expected trend of an asymmetric p-
n junctions with doping concentration of the substrate 
only at low voltages

• I-V shows leakage currents of few nA up to 180 V 
• Maximum voltage before breakdown is 240 V

C-V and I-V curve

•In full depletion, total matrix capacitance is 2.7 pF 

•I-V cure: few nA up to 180 V 

•Maximum voltage before breakdown 240 V
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Common mode input voltage

30

• Depletion and punch through voltage correlated with the common mode input voltage (CMIV)
• Expected from simulations 820 mV. Measured (824 +- 6 )mV
• FWHM depends on the input transistor size (mismatch). Good agreement with simulations (4 mV )
• 2D maps shows a good uniformity among the pixel matrix
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Electrical tests (II): Noise

32

• Noise is measured as the standard deviation of the baseline distribution 
• All the sectors have similar noise performances 
• Noise = 420 ADC (50 electrons)
• Whenever are observed problems with the sensor, noise is higher (sample 2)

All sectors More samples
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• Noise is measured as the standard deviation of the baseline distribution 
• All the sectors have similar noise performances 
• Noise = 420 ADC (50 electrons)
• Whenever are observed problems with the sensor, noise is higher (sample 2)

All sectors More samples

Uniformity and noise
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Electrical tests (II): Noise

33

• Fast digital signal injected to the digital logic of 
the pixel with frequencies up to 1.6 MHz

• Noise at the output of the analog chain is 
measured to identify any kind of noise injection

• Measurements show a negligible effect of the 
digital part in the analog performance

The analog circuitry is well isolated by the digital 
circuitry built on the pixel cell 

• Good separation between analog and digital circuits

Digitally induced noise
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Laser measurments

37

• The metal fillers of the channel has been designed so that left free 
the pixel centre for optical measurements

• A laser of with a wavelength 1060 nm has been used for the 
measurements

• Good noise suppression in those pixels where there is no signal

Unfocused pulse

Low 
metal 
density
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Measurements with 55 Fe

36

• The four sectors exhibit very similar analog gain
• The measurement has been used to calibrate the analog gain to 116 mV/fC
• FWHM is 1300 eV which is not enough to see the secondary peak → more statistic is required
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X-rays measurements

35

• Calibration made by means of the facility for total dose RP-149 Semiconductor Irradiation System. 
• A monochromator has been used to get a monochrome spectrum. 
• Two energies selected: 7 KeV and 8.7 KeV.

7 keV 8.7 keV

Measured with the 
Amptek XR-100CR

Measured with 
MATISSE
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With lasers and X-rays 
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5.1 A Back-Illuminated Global-Shutter CMOS Image 
Sensor with Pixel-Parallel 14b Subthreshold ADC
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Rolling-shutter CMOS image sensors (CISs) are widely used [1,2]. However, the
distortion of moving subjects remains an unresolved problem, regardless of the
speed at which these sensors are operated. It has been reported that by adopting
in-pixel analog memory (MEM) in pixels, a global shutter (GS) can be achieved
by saving all pixels simultaneously as stored charges [3,4]. However, as signals
from a storage unit are read in a column-wise sequence, a light-shielding structure
is required for the MEM to suppress the influence of parasitic light during the
reading period. Pixel-parallel ADCs have been reported as methods of
implementing GS on a circuit [5,6]. However, these techniques have not been
successful in operations on megapixels because they do not address issues such
as the timing constraint for reading and writing a digital signal to and from an
ADC in a pixel owing to increase in the number of pixels and the increase in the
total power consumption of massively parallel comparators (CMs).

In this paper, we report a stacked back-illuminated CIS with a 1.46-Mpixel 14b
ADC using pixel-level bonding technology. By implementing a positive feedback
(PFB) circuit in the CM, the current during operation is in a subthreshold region
of 7.74nA. Moreover, we use a repeater circuit in which a
flip-flop (FF) is connected in successive stages. The propagation delay, which
includes the sense-amp in the conventional method [5,6], is reduced to the delay
between FFs. This structure enables the readout of the 15b signal of the 408
repeater columns in parallel to run at 148.5MHz.

Figure 5.1.1 shows the simplified block diagram of this prototype. It consists of
a pixel wafer on which light is incident from the back, and a logic wafer that
performs signal processing. The pixel wafer consists of 1632×896 pixels. The size
of a single pixel is 6.9×6.9µm2. It contains a part of the CM along with a bias circuit
that generates current (Icm). In the logic wafer, a part of the CM and a 15b latch
for digital memory are arranged in each ADC, and 408 repeaters write and read
gray codes (GCs) in the vertical direction for each column. In addition, the wafer
is equipped with one frame of SRAM for CDS and Scalable Low Voltage Signaling
with Embedded Clock (SLVS-EC) for north and south I/Os. A vertical driver to
drive the logic block, a global driver to drive the pixel block, and a DAC to generate
slope voltage are also implemented.

Figure 5.1.2 shows a simplified schematic of the pixel-parallel ADC and repeater.
A part of the CM contains differential configurations: AMP-Tr, which is the gate
connected to the FD, REF-Tr, BIAS-Tr for generating bias current, TG-Tr for
transfer, and OFG-Tr for discharging of photo-electrons. The pixel is reset by RST-
Tr, and the fixed-pattern noise (FPN) for each pixel and comparator are stored in
the FD with reset kT/C noise. A part of the CM of the pixel is connected to a PMOS
current mirror of the logic wafer and functions as a CM. The short signal return
path and the differential structure of the CM have immunity from common-mode
noise. As the supply voltage of the CM affects the initial FD voltage of the pixel, it
is set to 2.9V to ensure a dynamic range. The first stage output node (VCR) of the
CM is connected to the high-voltage PMOS, and its drain is connected to one
NMOS Tr with the gate connected to the logic power supply (1.1V) to limit voltage
swing. This contributes to circuit area reduction because all subsequent circuits
can use a low-voltage Tr. PFB is applied to the floating node (VPFB) of the
succeeding CM. The floating node is charged at low speed by the subthreshold
current of the high-voltage PMOS during AD conversion. It is charged more
rapidly when positive feedback is applied to the low-voltage PMOS connected to
the VDDL after the threshold of the NOR circuit is exceeded; this leads to a high-
speed transition. High PVT tolerance is achieved using a static latch instead of
DRAM [5,6] for the signal storage element in the latter stage of the CM.

The GC writing and reading operations to the latch are carried out by a repeater.
The repeater is comprised of cascaded 28-stage 15b FFs, which are a part of
clusters. A cluster is formed by 15b FFs with 128 pixels. The code to the latch is
supplied through digital bucket relay (DBR). The GC generated on the side
opposite to the ADCK is input to the repeater via the FF. The GC has timing error
tolerance because the signal transited at 1 ADCK is 1b and it maintains constant
power supply fluctuation during the operation. Starting from the side closer to
the GC up to the output, 1 LSB is shifted per cluster, with a maximum of 27 LSBs
for 28 stages, to form the FPN in this configuration. However, this FPN is canceled
along with the reset noise and the other circuit FPN in the CDS.

The timing waveform is shown in Fig. 5.1.3. First, the DAC is set to the initial
voltage, and the CM is reset using RST. The PFB part is initialized by controlling
INI, and writing is enabled by WEN. Then, the slope begins. ADCK is supplied to
the repeater and data are written to the latch. The 15b GC is transferred through
the DBR of the repeater. When the slope voltage of the FD and DAC reach the
same potential, the CM flips and the GC of the reset level is stored in the latch by
terminating the writing of the GC. To suppress the collision due to the CM not
flipping at the time of signal reading, the CM is flipped by controlling FORCE at
the end of the slope. By controlling WORD[127:0] and REN, the data of each latch
are read through the repeater, and the signal is stored in SRAM as a reset signal
after conversion from the GC to binary code(BC). TG-Tr is driven to transfer the
charge of the PD to the FD, and similar processing is carried out to obtain the
signal level. The CM is flipped with the voltage corresponding to the photo signal
level, and the GC is stored in the latch. Likewise, data are output to the SRAM
through the repeater. CDS is performed on the reset BC that is read from SRAM
during the conversion of the signal from GC to BC. The calculated BC is written
back into SRAM as 14b BC. Then, this 14b BC is output to the outside of the CHIP
through the SLVS-EC interface.

By setting the DAC to low voltage when AD conversion is not being performed,
the current of the CM can be turned off, thus reducing the average power
consumption. As a result, the time average of the operation current of 7.74nA
during active time is 1.67nA at 660fps.

Figure 5.1.4 shows the captured image, demonstrating that the pixel-parallel
subthreshold ADC is successfully realized. Figure 5.1.5 summarizes the
characteristics of the chip for two bias current settings. Figure 5.1.6 shows the
relationship among power, noise, dynamic range, and ADC resolution using two
figure-of-merits (FOMs). The best performance of FOM2 is achieved at a
comparator operation current of 111nA. These results imply that sensor
performance can be adjusted considerably using comparator current. The die
micrograph is shown in Fig. 5.1.7. 

A CIS with a 1.46-megapixel parallel subthreshold ADC is developed and tested.
The subthreshold comparator with PFB helps in reducing comparator operation
current and minimizes circuit area to reduce power consumption. The logic part
is dominant in the power, and this is likely to be improved by power saving
technologies, such as clock gating, which have not yet been implemented. 
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Figure 5.1.1: Simplified block diagram of pixel-parallel ADC.
Figure 5.1.2: Simplified circuit schematic of pixel-parallel ADC and block
diagram of repeater.

Figure 5.1.3: One-frame timing diagram of pixel-parallel ADC.

Figure 5.1.5: Chip characteristics. Figure 5.1.6: Performance comparison.

Figure 5.1.4: Captured image at bias current of 7.74nA/CM.
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Figure 5.1.7: Die micrograph and the part of cross-section.
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Summary

CMOS sensors for tracking are making very good progress 

2-layer devices for high-density, high-speed environments 

1-layer sensor for outer layers 

 Power likely to be limited by data transfer 

 Very good perspective for timing trackers…but devil is the details


